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Abstract—The great majority of the electric   installations belong 

to the first and second category. In order to ensure a high level of 
reliability of their electric system feeder, two power supply sources 
are envisaged, one principal, the other of reserve, generally a cold 
reserve (electric diesel group). 

The principal source being under operation, its control can be ideal 
and sure, however for the reserve source being in stop, a preventive 
maintenance’s which proceeds on time intervals    (periodicity) and 
for well defined lengths of time are envisaged, so that this source will 
always available in case of the principal source failure. 

The choice of the periodicity of preventive maintenance of the 
source of reserve influences directly the reliability of the electric 
feeder system. On the basis of the semi-markovians processes, the 
influence of the periodicity of the preventive maintenance of the 
source of reserve is studied and is given the optimal periodicity. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
T is known that the electric installations are classified on the 
basis of several criterions, the principal ones are follows: 

 
 operation mode; 
 nature of the current; 
 voltage and power level; 
 reliability required of their electric feeder system. 

 
According to the last criterion, the electric installations are 

divided into three categories [1]: 
 first category: these installations don’t admit any stop  

      (accidental or planned ) of their electric feeder system  
      (E.F.S), the stop of the latter can has the human death 
      consequence, this is why their EFS must be carried 
      out with two independent sources. 
 Second category: these installations don’t admit any 

      stop (accidental or planned) of their electric feeder 
      system (E.F.S), the stop of the latter can has a  
      significant economic consequence, this is why their  
      EFS must be carried out with two independent  
      sources. 
 Third category: these installations don’t has a capital  

      insert in the technological process, they can admit a 
      stop ( accidental or planned ) of their EFS going up to 
      24 hours, their EFS is carried out with only one  
      source. 
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The great majority of the electric   installations belong to 
the first and second category. In order to ensure a high level of 
reliability of their electric system feeder, two power supply 
sources are envisaged, one principal, the other of reserve, 
generally a cold reserve ( electric diesel group) [1] 

The principal source being under operation, it’s control can 
be ideal and sure, however for the reserve source being in 
stop, a preventive maintenance’s which proceed on time 
intervals ( periodicity) Pm and for well defined lengths of time 
dm are envisaged, so that this source will always available in 
case of the principal source failure. 

The choice of the periodicity of preventive maintenance of 
the source of reserve influences directly the reliability of the 
electric feeder system. On the basis of the semi-markovians 
processes, the influence of the periodicity of the preventive 
maintenance of the source of reserve is studied and is given 
the optimal periodicity. 

 
II.  PRINCIPAL  STRUCTURES OF THE  EFS OF THE ELECTRIC  

INSTALLATIONS 
According to the critrion of the reliability level required by 

their EFS, the  electric installations belong to the first and 
second category must has two independent sources, mine 
source and storing one (Fig. 1). 

                    
               

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Standard diagram of the EFS structures 
 

1. external source of the national network 
2. local source 
3. line circuit breaker 
4. electric load 
5. coupling circuit breaker 
6. reserve source (electric diesel group). 
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On the basis of these structures, the EFS can be schematised 
with their reliability parameters as follows (Fig. 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      
 
 

Fig. 2 Representative sources diagram 
  

S1 : principal source; 
S2 : reserve source; 

0λ , 0τ : principal source failure rate and time of repair 
respectively; 

1λ , 1τ : reserve source failure rate and time of repair   
respectively. 
 

 
III.  SYSTEM (EFS) STATES AND PROBABILITY OF 

TRANSITIONS BETWEEN STATES 
Under operation, the EFS can has several states, on the 

basis of the semi-Markovian processes [ 2,3 ], the evolution of 
the EFS operation can be described by the states and the the 
probability of transitions Pij according to Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Semi-Markovian process states and transitions graph 
 

e1    :     PS under operation, RS in reserve;   
e2 :     PS under operation, RS in preventive   maintenance; 
e3   :    PS under operation, RS in repair; 
e4  :    RS under operation, PS in repair; 
e5  :    PS and RS in repair; 
e6  :    SR is started. 
PS: principal source,  RS: reserve source. 

 
The random values of the good functioning, ξ0, ξ1 as well as 

the repair time η0, η1 of the principal source and reserve 

source respectively follow an exponential law [4] P(t) and G(t) 
with the parameters λi, μi (i = 0, 1). The reserve source failure 
rate is taken equal to αλ1 with 0 < α <1. 

We suppose that the reserve source interlocking in the event 
of the principal source failure is absolutely reliable, the 
reserve source starting is immediate. 
 
 

IV.  CALCULATION OF THE  TRANSITIONS PROBABILITY  
BETWEEN STATES 

The transitions probability Pij   could be calculated as   
follows: 
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where: 
 
Pm : periodicity of preventive maintenance of the   source of 
reserve; 
dm : time duration of the preventive maintenance; 
P   : probability; 

0λ , 1λ : failure rate of the principal and reserve source 
respectivly; 

0μ , 1μ , repair rate of the principal and reserve source 
respectively, 

 
 

0ξ , 1ξ :  random time of good functioning of the principal and 
reserve source respectively, 

λ0,τ0       S1   λ1,τ1       S2   
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0η , 1η : repair random time of the principal and reserve source 
respectively, 
P0 (t) , P1 (t) : failure law distribution of the principal and 
reserve source respectively, 
G0 (t) , G1 (t) : repair law distribution of the principal and 
reserve source respectively. 

 
V.  CALCULATION OF THE TIME  OF OCCUPATION  AT  STATE  

Ei 
The average time Tei of occupation at state ei could be 

calculated as   follows: 
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06 =eT  (the reserve source starting is immediate) 
 
where: 
 
E: expected valued. 
 
For the other states, knowing the existence distribution law 
Tij(t) in the state ei at the time of the transition to the state ej, 
we determine the law of distribution Fi(t) and the existence 
mean time at the state ei, Tei as follows:   
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we determine that: 
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VI. CALCULATION OF THE  STATIONNARY PROBABILITY OF 
OCCUPATION AT STATE Ei 

The stationnary probabilities Pi of occupation at the state ei 
can be given by solving the equations system [3] according t 

∑
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P1 = P21 . P2 +P31 . P3 +P41 . P4 

P2 = P12 . P1 
P3 = P23 . P2 + P53  .P5 

P4 =  P14 . P1 +P54 . P5 +P64 . P6 
P5 = P15 . P1 +P35 . P3 + P45 . P4 

P6 = P26 .P2 
 

VII.  CALCULATION OF THE MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES 

The mean time between failures system (EFS) can be 
obtained as follows: [3] 
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where: 
Pen : stationnary probability at state en 
Ten : average time of occupation at state en 
e+ :  states of good functionning of system 
e-  :  failure’s states of system. 
 

VIII.  APPLICATION OF THE METHOD 

The method is applied to an electric feeder system with two 
independent sources, a principal source, the second of reserve 
and having the following reliability parameters:   

0λ = 0.4 [1/year] ; 1λ = 5 [1/year]; 0τ =50 h ,  

1τ = 100h , dm =8 h. 
T  the mean time between failures variation curve obtained 

a   according to the ratio Pm/dm is as follows (Fig. 4): 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Mean time between failures variation 
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IX.  CONCLUSION 
-       An optimal periodicity of preventive maintenance of the 

reserve source has been found which corresponds to the 
maximum time between failures of the system. 

-       An optimal periodicity of preventive maintenance of the 
source of reserve can be explained as follows: a great 
periodicity of preventive maintenance of the source of 
reserve has a consequence a great probability of having  a 
failure of this source; so we have a reduction in the mean 
time between failures, for  a weak periodicity the 
probability to have a failure of the principal source during 
a preventive maintenance of the source of reserve is 
significant; so we have a reduction of the mean time 
between failures of the system. 
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